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Triple-differential cross sections for target ionization with simultaneous projectile detachment
in 200-keV H−+He collisions

T. Ferger,1 M. Schulz,2 D. Fischer,3 B. Najjari,1 R. Moshammer,1 and J. Ullrich1

1Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
2University of Missouri-Rolla, Physics Department and LAMOR, Rolla, Missouri 65409, USA

3Stockholm University, Atomic Physics, Alba Nova, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
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We have performed a kinematically complete experiment for target ionization with simultaneous projectile
detachment �TIPD� in 200-keV H−+He collisions. From the data we extracted triple-differential cross sections
�TDCSs� for each electron separately. These TDCSs closely resemble corresponding data for single ionization
by charged-particle impact. Surprisingly, the contributions from higher-order processes to TIPD, proceeding
through two independent interactions of each electron with the core of the respective other collision partner, are
found to be somewhat larger than the first-order process proceeding through the electron-electron interaction.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.76.042708 PACS number�s�: 34.50.Fa, 34.10.�x

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of fragmentation processes in simple atomic col-
lision systems have provided rich information about the fun-
damentally important few-body problem �1,2�. Especially
single ionization of light atoms by charged particle impact
has been studied in great detail �e.g., �3–5��. Experimental
data of fully differential cross sections �FDCSs� have proven
to provide very sensitive tests of theoretical models �e.g.,
�1,6–11��. For processes involving multiple-electron transi-
tions, in contrast, the literature is not nearly as comprehen-
sive. In the case of double ionization of helium, for example,
FDCSs are only available for electron impact �12,13� and
only one data set of nearly fully differential cross sections for
ion impact has been reported �14�.

One aspect of the dynamical few-body problem in colli-
sions which is particularly relevant in multiple-electron tran-
sitions is the role of the electron-electron interaction. Al-
though it can be very important in, e.g., double ionization �in
contrast to single ionization�, it cannot cause the electronic
transition alone, but rather it is always accompanied by an
interaction of the projectile with at least one electron. In this
regard, another process involving a two-electron transition—
simultaneous electron ejection from both collision
partners—is fundamentally different from double ionization:
here, the process can proceed through a single electron-
electron interaction while the cores of the collision partners
remain essentially passive. Indeed, such a first-order mecha-
nism has been identified in mutual ionization in F8++He �15�
and He++He �16� collisions.

As for double ionization, measured multiple-differential
cross sections for simultaneous electron ejection from both
collision partners are rare. Probably the most detailed data
currently available are those of Kollmus et al. �17� for
3.6 MeV/amu C2++He. There, the cross sections were pre-
sented in a similar way as in a typical fully differential study
of electron impact ionization �e ,2e�: for projectile electrons
ejected into the scattering plane, defined by the initial and
final target-atom momenta, the cross sections were plotted as
a function of the polar-electron ejection angle and the mo-
mentum transfer q �difference between the initial and final

target atom momenta�. However, the data were integrated
over the energy of the projectile electron and over all kine-
matic quantities of the target electron. Nevertheless, the char-
acteristic features in the electron angular distribution, famil-
iar from the FDCSs for pure target ionization, with a binary
peak approximately in the direction of q and a recoil peak
approximately in the direction of −q, were observed.

More recently, multiple-differential cross sections for si-
multaneous target ionization and projectile detachment
�TIPD� were reported for 200-keV H−+He collisions
�18–20�. An important difference from the collision systems
studied in Refs. �15–17� is that the active projectile electron
is initially very weakly bound �0.7 eV�. It therefore seems
reasonable to view the incoming H− projectile as a H0 atom
and a separate, quasifree electron. In such a situation one
might expect that it is easier to separate the first-order pro-
cess, proceeding through a single electron-electron interac-
tion, from higher-order processes, proceeding through two
independent interactions between each electron and the re-
spective other collision partner, than in cases where both
electrons are initially relatively tightly bound. Instead, the
reaction dynamics proved surprisingly complex. Only after a
novel data analysis technique had been developed, in which
multiple-differential cross sections are plotted as a function
of all four collision fragments simultaneously in a single
spectrum using a tetrahedral coordinate system, could signa-
tures of the first-order process be unambiguously identified
�20�.

The new data analysis technique introduced in Ref. �20� is
very powerful in extracting a qualitative, comprehensive pic-
ture of the reaction dynamics from the measured data. How-
ever, calculations of the corresponding cross sections are not
straightforward. To test theoretical models sensitively on a
quantitative level measured FDCSs are more feasible. A
comparison of such data with theory can also provide more
detailed information about the relative importance of first-
and higher-order contributions to the cross sections. Unfor-
tunately, the total number of TIPD events collected in this
experiment is not sufficient to extract statistically meaningful
FDCSs. However, in this article we do present FDCSs inte-
grated over the kinematic parameters of one of the ejected
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electrons. Such data correspond to cross sections differential
in the energy and solid angle of one electron and in the
scattered projectile solid angle—i.e., to triple-differential
cross sections TDCS. Depending on whether the FDCSs are
integrated over the target or projectile electron, we refer to
these cross sections as projectile or target TDCSs. The data
are presented in the same form as those of Kollmus et al.
�17�, but are more detailed in that they are not integrated
over both electron energies.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the Max-Planck-Institut
für Kernphysik in Heidelberg. A H− beam was generated
with a Duoplasmatron ion source and accelerated to
200 keV. The projectile beam was crossed with a very cold
�T�1.5 K� neutral He beam from a supersonic gas jet with a
density of about 1011 atoms/cm2. The projectiles which were
neutralized in the collision �and which were selected by de-
flecting the charged beam components out using a magnet�
were detected by a channel plate detector. The recoil ions
and the ionized electrons were extracted in the longitudinal
direction �defined by the initial projectile direction� by a
weak electric field of 2.3 V/cm. A uniform magnetic field of
15 G confined the transverse motion of the electrons so that
all electrons with a transverse momentum of less than
2.5 a.u. were guided onto the detector.

The momentum vectors of the recoil ions and the ejected
electrons as well as the recoil ion charge state were deter-
mined by using position-sensitive detectors and time-of-
flight techniques, where a fast signal from the projectile de-
tector served as a timing reference. The momentum
resolutions depend on the momenta themselves, and there-
fore averaged values are provided. In the longitudinal direc-
tion, defined by the projectile beam axis �z direction�, they
are 0.15 a.u. and 0.01 a.u. for the recoil ion and for the elec-
trons, respectively �in all cases the full width at half maxi-
mum �FWHM� is provided�. In the transverse direction the
corresponding numbers are 0.35 a.u. and 0.1 a.u. �for a more
detailed discussion of the resolution see Refs. �21,22��.

For each event both electrons were detected simulta-
neously with a single detector employing a multihit tech-
nique �dead time �10 ns�. It should be noted that since one
electron is emitted from the moving projectile frame and one
from the target frame at rest, their time of flight is in most
cases very different. As a result, losses due to the multihit
dead time are not as critical as in double-ionization experi-
ments using this method. The momentum of the neutralized
projectiles was determined from momentum conservation.
From the electron momenta it is straightforward to calculate
the emission angles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following we will discuss the target- and projectile-
electron spectra separately. The latter will be analyzed in the
rest frame of the incoming H− ion, and in this “reversed”
kinematics we view the helium atom as the projectile. For
clarity, we will therefore use the terms H− projectile when

we refer to target-electron ejection and He projectile when
we refer to projectile-electron ejection. Note, however, that
the magnitude of the momentum transfer q is identical in
both cases. We restrict the discussion to electrons ejected
into the scattering plane. As mentioned above, the data for
the ejection of each electron are integrated over all coordi-
nates of the respective other electron.

A. Target-electron ejection

In Fig. 1 the TDCSs for ejection of target electrons with
an energy of 10±2 eV are plotted for transverse momentum
transfers qt of 0.9±0.1 a.u. �top�, 1.3±0.1 a.u. �center�, and
1.5±0.1 a.u. �bottom�. Electrons ejected into the scattering
plane within ±10° are accepted. The characteristic double-
lobe structure familiar from �e ,2e� studies with a binary
peak between 60° and 90° and a recoil peak between 180°
and 210° is clearly visible. The data are not absolutely nor-
malized, but they are normalized correctly relative to each
other.

As mentioned above, it seems reasonable to treat the in-
coming H− projectile as a H0 atom and a separate, quasifree
electron because of the very small binding energy. One may
further suspect that the neutral H0 core does not significantly
contribute to target-electron ejection. Under these assump-
tions we would then expect the target TDCS to resemble
those for ionization by free electron impact under the same
kinematic conditions. Such data were recently published by
Dürr et al. for 102 eV e−+He �23�, which corresponds to
almost the same projectile velocity as 200 keV H−. These
data, which were scaled to match the peak heights in the
target TDCS for H− impact, are shown in Fig. 1 for Ee
=10 eV and qt=0.9 a.u. as open symbols. For the other mo-
mentum transfers free-electron-impact data are not available.

The angular dependences of the TDCS for free electron
and H− impact agree very well. Only in the minimum sepa-
rating the binary and recoil peaks from each other are some
differences observed. The data for H− impact are thus not
inconsistent with the notion that target-electron ejection is
largely caused by the loosely bound electron on the initial H−

projectile. However, it would be premature to conclude that
target ionization by the H0 core does not play a significant
role. Both the electron and proton on the projectile core may
cause target-electron ejection, although to an observer at
large distance their electric charges neutralize each other.
The electron remaining bound to the projectile is in the ini-
tial state indistinguishable from the ejected projectile elec-
tron. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to expect that target
ionization by both electrons leads to the same angular depen-
dence of the TDCS. For proton impact the first Born approxi-
mation �FBA� predicts identical TDCSs as for electron im-
pact, as well. On the other hand, higher-order contributions
generally do depend on the charge sign of the projectile,
where for negatively charged particles the peak structures are
usually shifted in the backward direction relative to the FBA
and for positively charged particles in the forward direction.
However, such effects may not be strong enough to be vis-
ible in the measured cross sections, especially if the contri-
butions from proton impact are not large.
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The FBA, shown as dotted curves in Fig. 1, only contains
the first-order process in which the ejection of both electrons
proceeds through the electron-electron interaction. The H−

projectile is described in terms of a Yukawa potential �18�.
Not surprisingly, it is in poor agreement with the data. The
position of the binary peak, which in the FBA coincides with
the direction of q, is shifted in the forward direction relative
to the data for all q and the intensity of the recoil peak is
drastically underestimated. The solid curves show calcula-
tions based on the three-body Coulomb wave function �3C�
approximation �24� for single target ionization by free elec-
tron impact; i.e., here simultaneous ejection of both electrons
by two independent interactions of each electron with the
respective other collision partner is not accounted for either.
However, higher-order contributions in the projectile
electron-target atom interaction, generally dubbed post-
collision interaction �PCI�, are included. For q=0.9 a.u. the
agreement with the data for both H− and free electron impact
is quite nice; however, with increasing q increasing devia-
tions are observed. These discrepancies may be due to the
limitations of the 3C model becoming more important at
larger q. However, it is also conceivable that with increasing
q target electron ejection by the H0 core becomes increas-
ingly important or that it leads to increasing differences in
the angular dependence of the target TDCS compared to free
electron impact. More information about the relative impor-
tance of the processes proceeding through a single electron-
electron interaction or two independent interactions of each
electron with the respective other collision partner is con-
tained in the TDCS for projectile-electron ejection.

B. Projectile-electron ejection

In the top panel of Fig. 2 the projectile TDCSs are plotted
in the rest frame of the H− projectile for an ejected electron
energy of 10±2 eV and a momentum transfer of
0.9±0.1 a.u. The 0° angle �or the forward direction� is de-
fined by the direction of the incoming He projectile. While a
pronounced binary peak at about 40° is found, the recoil
peak is, in contrast to target-electron ejection, completely
absent. The solid curve shows the FBA using a Yukawa po-
tential for the H− projectile. A higher-order calculation for
simultaneous ejection of both electrons with a Yukawa po-
tential is currently not feasible. Large discrepancies between
the FBA and the data are quite obvious. The backward shift
in the binary peak position relative to the data is expected
and will be discussed below. First, we will analyze the width
of the measured angular distribution, which is drastically un-
derestimated by the FBA.

In contrast to the FBA the measured projectile TDCSs are
not symmetric about the centroid of the peak. Instead, a
“shoulder” can be seen superimposed on the small-angle
wing of the binary peak. This shape suggests that the binary
peak may contain two contributions, possibly one originating
from target-electron impact and one from He+ impact. To test
this hypothesis we attempted to separate these contributions
by setting conditions on the ratio between the recoil-ion mo-
mentum prec and the target-electron momentum pelt. If the
projectile-electron ejection was caused by the target electron
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FIG. 1. Triple-differential cross sections for simultaneous elec-
tron ejection from the projectile and the target in 200-keV H−

+He collisions �solid symbols�. The data are integrated over all
projectile electron parameters and shown for target electrons with
an energy of 10 eV ejected into the scattering plane. The transverse
momentum transfer is fixed at 0.9 a.u. �top�, 1.3 a.u. �center�, and
1.5 a.u. �bottom�. The open symbols represent data for single target
ionization in 102-eV e−+He collisions �23�. Dotted curve: first
Born approximation. Solid curve: 3C approximation for target ion-
ization by free electron impact.
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and the He+ ion remained essentially passive, then pelt should
be larger than prec and vice versa. We therefore generated the
projectile TDCSs with the additional condition prec�3pelt
�center of Fig. 2� and pelt�3prec �bottom of Fig. 2� and as-
sociate them with projectile-electron ejection by He+ and
target-electron impact, respectively. Indeed, both conditions
lead to a significantly narrower binary peak. We also note
that in the electron-impact case the binary peak is pointing
more in the forward direction than in the He+-impact case.
To compare the widths in the data and in the FBA we shifted
the theoretical TDCSs so that the peak position coincides
with those in the data �dashed curves�. Now the measured
and calculated widths are in good agreement, suggesting that
the association of the spectra for the conditions prec�3pelt
and pelt�3prec with projectile-electron ejection by He+ and
target-electron impact, respectively, is correct.

The reason for the forward shift of the binary peak in the
experimental data relative to the FBA is different for He+

impact than for electron impact. In the FBA for single target
ionization �i.e., without projectile-electron ejection� the bi-
nary peak is necessarily centered on the direction of q. In the
present case of projectile-electron ejection accompanied by
target ionization there are three factors which could poten-
tially lead to a significant shift of the binary peak: �i� PCI
usually leads to a forward shift for positively charged ion
impact and to a backward shift for electron impact �5�. �ii�
Elastic scattering between the cores of the collision partners
can lead to a backward shift at very small q and to a forward
shift at larger q, independent of the sign of the projectile
charge �9,10�. �iii� If the projectile-electron ejection is caused
by the target electron in the first-order process, then the
target-electron ejection is likely to be caused by the projec-
tile electron. Therefore, in the rest frame of the initial helium
atom the projectile electron loses an energy which is at least
as large as the ionization potential of helium. In the rest
frame of the H− ion this energy loss corresponds to a longi-
tudinal momentum in the direction of the incoming target
atom—i.e., in the forward direction. This momentum is
added to the longitudinal momentum transferred to the pro-
jectile electron by the target atom. Consequently, the projec-
tile electron momentum is shifted in the forward direction
relative to q in the rest frame of the initial H− projectile.

The peak positions in the spectra of Fig. 2 can now be
explained as follows: in the case of He+ impact, the binary
peak is shifted forward by PCI and possibly by elastic scat-
tering. For electron impact, PCI alone would shift the binary
peak backward; however, it is outweighed by a much larger
forward shift due to the energy loss resulting from the target
ionization �and, as in the He+-impact case, possibly by elastic
scattering�. The latter effect is even strong enough to make
the forward shift for electron impact larger than for He+ im-
pact. The longitudinal projectile-electron momentum due to
the energy loss caused by the target ionization is at least
0.32 a.u. and increases with increasing target-electron en-
ergy. This corresponds to a minimum forward shift of about
20°. The backward shift due to PCI cannot be estimated eas-
ily. However, the free-electron-impact ionization data for he-
lium provide an upper limit of about 10° for the kinematic
condition considered here �see top panel of Fig. 1�. For elec-
tron ejection from H− PCI is expected to be much weaker
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FIG. 2. Triple-differential cross sections for simultaneous elec-
tron ejection from the projectile and the target in 200-keV H−

+He collisions �top�. The data are integrated over all target electron
parameters and shown in the rest frame of the initial H− projectile
for projectile electrons with an energy of 10 eV ejected into the
scattering plane. The transverse momentum transfer is fixed at
0.9 a.u. For the plots in the center and the bottom the additional
conditions prec�3pelt and pelt�3prec, respectively, were set. Solid
curve: first Born approximation. Dashed curve: first Born approxi-
mation shifted to match the peak position in the data.
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because of the much smaller binding energy and the smaller
effective charge of the core. The effect of elastic scattering is
even more difficult to evaluate. It is not even clear whether at
this particular q of 0.9 a.u. it causes a forward or a backward
shift �although based on the data reported in Refs. �9,10� a
forward shift seems more likely�. Nevertheless, this analysis
qualitatively supports the notion that the forward shift in the
electron-impact case, and the observation that this shift is
more pronounced than in the He+-impact case, is mainly due
to the energy loss caused by target ionization.

The intensities of the spectra of Fig. 2 provide a crude
estimate of the relative importance of the first-order process
�proceeding through the electron-electron interaction� and
the higher-order process �proceeding through two indepen-
dent interactions between each electron and the respective
other collision partner�. The conditions set for the lower two
spectra do not constitute an exact selection of these contri-
butions, and using a factor of 3 for the momentum ratio in
the conditions is somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless, as a
qualitative estimate one can state that the first-order process
is somewhat weaker than the independent process; the inten-
sities of the corresponding spectra in Fig. 2 suggest a ratio of
roughly 1:2. This estimate, which also holds for target-
electron ejection, is consistent with an analysis based on
four-particle Dalitz plots which we recently presented �20�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented triple-differential cross sections for si-
multaneous target ionization and projectile detachment in
200-keV H−+He collisions. The presentation of the data is
equivalent to common presentations of fully differential

cross sections for single ionization by free electron impact.
We could therefore directly compare our TDCSs for target-
electron ejection to data measured for 102-eV e−+He colli-
sions �23�, which corresponds to nearly the same projectile
velocity as the collision system studied here. The two data
sets exhibit essentially the same angular distribution of the
TDCSs. Nevertheless, this similarity does not imply that
target-electron ejection is primarily caused by an interaction
with the ejected projectile electron.

In the case of projectile-electron ejection two contribu-
tions to the TDCSs can crudely be separated, one resulting
from target-electron impact and one from He+ impact. The
shape of the angular distributions of the TDCS for both com-
ponents is well described by the first Born approximation
where the H− projectile is described by a Yukawa potential.
However, the data are significantly shifted in the forward
direction relative to the FBA. Only for He+ impact can this
shift be attributed to the post-collision interaction between
the outgoing He+ ion and the ejected electron. In the case of
electron impact it is due to the energy loss resulting from
releasing the target electron from the helium atom. The rela-
tive intensities of the TDCSs for He+ and target-electron im-
pact suggest that the first-order process, proceeding through
a single electron-electron interaction, contributes less to
TIPD than the higher-order process, proceeding through two
independent interactions of each electron with the respective
other collision partner.
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